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FRAMING SESSIONS 

 
FRAMING SESSION I 

  
The Challenge, the Dilemma, and the Agenda 

 

Nazli Choucri 
Professor of Political Science 

MIT 
 

 
 

Welcome to the Third Workshop of the Joint MIT-Harvard Project on Explorations in Cyber 
International Relations, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense Minerva Program. 
The question we shall examine – Who Controls Cyberspace? – appears to be simple, but it is 
challenge overall, with considerable complexity in scale and scope. We shall focus on 
international politics as our major area of concern. This framing session seeks to place the 
question in a context of power politics inherited from the 20th century, but focuses largely 
on the impacts created by the coupling of cyberspace and international politics.   

Today the dual domains of interactions – cyber and physical – have become highly 
interactive and we can no longer treat them as distinctive or mutually exclusive “spaces.”  
In the vision of a Venn diagram, the intersections dominate the individual areas. At the 
same time, however, each domain has its distinctive properties that complicate efforts to 
examine them jointly. 

This Introduction highlights some critical framing questions. First we “unbundle” the 
nature of the challenge. Consider these as something of a “checklist” of framing questions 
as we work our way through the agenda.  

The Challenge 

○ Why Control? 
If control is important for theory, policy and planning purposes, are control 
and power identical? Is control driven by a question for efficiency? Security? 
Other? 

○ How to control? 
What are the instruments used, by whom, when and how? 
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○ What to control? 
This pertains to the target of control. Do we consider control of cyber-based 
infrastructure or the entire communication systems? What about 
jurisdiction? 

○ When to control? 
Under what conditions do we actually want to control cyberspace? When 
there are threats to national security? When the pursuit of competitive 
advantage dictates? When international peace and stability is at stake? 
Other? 

 
Of the many questions not covered above, one of the most important is the normative one, 
namely, Who should control? But even that question cannot be addressed without reference 
to Who can control? Which leaves us with yet another consideration: Are the normative 
issues considered devoid of pragmatic considerations? 

Turning to the clear, persistent, and vexing dilemma: 

The Dilemma 
 

The dilemma is this:  The increased complexity of international systems is greater than our 
ability to fully understand the implications of the changes, in addition to the “normal” 
problems in world politics.  

Added uncertainties and new insecurities in international relations are due to 
characteristics, contentions, and configurations within, across, and surrounding 
cyberspace. All of this tends to obscure changes in power relations, intents of actors, 
relative capabilities and the like. In this framing session, we consider only the most obvious 
changes in the parameters of cyberspace. Four such parameters are important dimensions 
of the dilemma. 

New Cyber Dynamics and Cyber Demography 
 

○ Increased mobile-cellular subscription throughout the globe 
● Developing world dominates pie chart of cellular signals 

○ Growth of individual users 
○ New bi-polarity? 

● Internet users by country – primarily in U.S. and China 
● Brazil, however, is a point of interest 

○ Distribution of language on the Internet, change between 2000-2010 
● English dominates but is not the only game in town 

 
New Asymmetries 

Missing is reference to the role of the state in normal discourse. With diversification comes 
the gap in the ease with which we can track what is going on. 
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New Activities and Threats to Security 
 
In the past, we could divide activities into commercial or relating to national security. Now 
such categories are more obscured. Note, for example: 

o Motivations for denial of service vary 
o Patterns of intrusion differ 
o Physical networks are vulnerable 
o Undersea cables may provide new vulnerabilities 
o Undersea cables as vulnerabilities? 
o Alexandria incident:  accident/other? 

 
New Densities in Decision Spaces 

 
If we exclude all entities and agencies involved in the actual working of the Internet and the 
operations essential for managing cyberspace, we can isolate the significant expansion in 
new actors, arenas, and instruments. For example, we see growth both in state and non-
state actors. The growth in the number of states means diversity in the autonomous pursuit 
of interests. Then there are three key international institutions bearing on information 
matters – ICANN, ITU, and WTO – in addition to UN development agencies and private 
sector international cyber management organizations. To this must be added the non-state 
institutions and private entities such as Chambers of Commerce, businesses, NGOs, private 
sector standardization, regulatory practitioners, and civil society.  

This simple “accounting” yields one important inference:  the “space” becomes very 
crowded. If we consider all these factors individually or collectively, do they result in 
complicating, diversifying, or leveling of the playing field? 

The Agenda 
 
We now turn to the Agenda. But before doing that, let us focus for a moment on 
“cyberspace.” Cyberspace is a domain of human interaction. With the Internet as its core –
constructed through the interconnection of millions of computers with standard setters 
and institutional managers – cyberspace is characterized by the interplay of a wide range of 
actors driven by an even larger range of incentives. The Agenda is informed by this new 
“reality.” 

This Workshop is anchored in three Framing Sessions. These consist of a review of (a) the 
overall context, as an introduction, (b) the salience of power, as a central feature of the new 
reality, and (c) the presentation of control point analysis, an important anchor for ECIR as a 
whole.   

The Framing Sessions are followed by organized Panels. The first Panel is on connectivity, 
networks and Internet Service Providers. The next is an interactive exchange with the 
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participants, focusing on barriers to control given the certain and the uncertain elements.      
Then come the two concurrent Panels. One is on research directions and policy 
imperatives, and the other on losing control in cyberspace. The third panel discusses 
information, data, and content while panel four focuses on governance, management and 
regulation. The final Panel Session signals alternative futures and emerging challenges.  
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FRAMING SESSION II 

 

Power in Cyberspace – Today and in the Future 

 

Joseph S. Nye, Jr.  
University Distinguished Service Professor 

 Harvard Kennedy School 
 

The information revolution is leading to a diffusion of power but it is not the first 
information revolution in human history, e.g., the invention of the printing press. The effect 
of the invention of the printing press was far reaching. Printing the Bible, with its wider 
accessibility led to the Protestant Reformation, the 30 Years’ War, the Westphalian peace, 
and the 1684 Westphalian concept of the sovereign state. The revolution played out in 
ways no one expected. 
 
This current information revolution can date back to the 1960s – the beginning of Moore’s 
Law. This led to a reduction of costs and barriers to empower non-state actors while big 
states continue to control large amounts of resources enabling different capabilities, e.g., 
Stuxnet. When you empower state actors, everything is not suddenly equal. Instead of 
seeing the nation-state as obsolete, it crowds the stage in which the state operates. States 
as such, are not losing power but the stage on which they operate has become a lot more 
crowded. 

Power Defined 

Power is the ability to achieve a desired outcome; to get others to do what you want. This 
can be accomplished in three ways:  (a) Threats and coercion – hard power, (b) Payments – 
hard power, and (c) Attraction and persuasion – soft power. Power resources must be 
distinguished from power behavior. In the cyber domain, we distinguish between:  (a) the 
physical layer, where resources are scarce and costly, and where control of the physical 
layer can have both territorial and extraterritorial control over the virtual layer, and (b) the 
virtual layer, where economic network characteristics and political practices make 
jurisdiction control difficult but can affect the physical layers. 

Cyber-based resources are much more limited but include anonymity, ease of entry and 
exit, etc. Generally, non-state actors have asymmetrical vulnerabilities compared to 
governments. As we assess the relative power resources, you can total the power resources 
of governments and companies and it will look as though the governments are ahead. 
However, individuals and lightly structured networks have less vulnerability. 
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We need to think of power as asymmetrical vulnerabilities in dependency of a relationship. 
On balance, the current trend is toward the reemergence of the Westphalian system in 
cyberspace (see article by Chris Demchak in Strategic Studies Quarterly). China’s control 
over the Internet is more nuanced than simply the Great Firewall, which is only one of 
three layers of control. It also includes self-censorship by companies active in China due to 
the passive threat of license of revocation and traditional police power. China is changing in 
strange ways. The Arab Spring is likely to be a decade of revolutions over time rather than 
a one-time occurrence. 

The Future of Power 

The lesson learned from Gutenberg’s invention of the printing press is that we don’t know 
how the future will play out and it will not be linear process.  

John Ruggie, of Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, points out that in the feudal 
medieval system, the walls were not knocked down. Instead, outside the walls more and 
more trade would emerge requiring dispute settlement processes for these transactions. 
This gave rise to lex mercatoria, which upset the traditional feudal system by introducing 
new norms that are imported into feudal systems, and inside the walls, as traders were 
seeking safety of the castle.  

This may be akin to what will take place in cyberspace, but with outcomes dependent on 
culture and region. 
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FRAMING SESSION III 
 

Control of the Internet – The Core of Cyberspace 
 

David D. Clark 
Senior Research Scientist  

Computer Science and  
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, MIT 

 
 
Control point analysis is about how to identify the critical features in the traditional layers 
of the Internet model, who controls or manages them, and why. To illustrate, we will use a 
case study:  how to view a web page.   

The sequence of steps that must be taken is presented here in outline form. Please follow 
the text below with that understanding.  

○ Get a running computer: 
● Under the control of people who provide hardware and operating 

systems  
● In high security environments translates into concern over supply chain 
● Vulnerabilities 

○ Run Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)   
○ Access ISP 
○ The potential interventions include the following: 

● Malicious Domain Name Systems (DNS) 
● Block virtual private networks (VPNs) 
● Block remote DNS 
● Lock download 

○ Select browser 
○ Provider of browser 
○ Download software 
○ Download mechanisms 
○ Build a web page 
○ Create a web page: 

● Development tools 
o Server software 
o Activate a DNS name: 

● DNS registrar 
● DNS provider 

o Elect to use SSL 
o Obtain URL  
o Extract DNS: 

• Convert DNS to IP address 
• DNS server/system 
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Other steps: 
○ Retrieve certificates 
○ Verify certificate 
○ Accept verification 
○ Retrieve page – from a geek’s view, this is “the Internet”: 

• All ISPs along path 
○ Render page: 

• Browser 
 

 
 

Some Conclusions 
 
One:  
 
Security technology cannot ensure that the network operates correctly. It can only turn 
arbitrary interventions into “clean” signals failure. The key discipline on the actors to 
behave in a trustworthy way seems to be loss of reputation 

Two:  

If you want to change cyberspace itself you will have to take an action that impacts the 
relevant actors, those that control (right holders, standardization organizations, criminals).   
To illustrate control options for the U.S. Government, key actors are:    

○ U.S. ISPs 
○ U.S. government 
○ Rights holders – copyright holders 
o Intervention by government:  DMCA, lawful intercept, net neutrality 
o Intervention by right holders:  lobby for law, demand takedown 

 
Three:  
 
How can we pick good actions to achieve desired outcomes? 

Lower layers (in traditional representation of the Internet) are more general. At the 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) layer, bits are just bits. So trying to solve a problem 
that arises at the higher information layer, or at the DNS layer, the filter is either too blunt  
 
If you have a problem at the information level, it needs to be solved at that level.  
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PANEL SESSIONS 

 
PANEL I  

 

Connectivity, Networks, and Internet Service Providers 

 

Moderator 
David D. Clark, Senior Research Scientist, Computer Science and Artificial  
Intelligence Laboratory, MIT 

 
Panelists 

Steve Whittaker, Principal Consultant, British Telecom; Research Affiliate,  
MIT Media Lab 
Michael M. Afergan, Senior Vice President and General Manager, Site Division, 
Akamai 
Barry Tishgart, Vice President Network Services, Comcast Cable 
 

Presentations 
 
Traditional political science focuses on state actors, but we must consider the private 
actors. This panel features those who build the lower layers and physical infrastructure. 
Power, for the most part, is in the hands of users – who wants to take this freedom? 
Cyberspace is becoming more social by connecting people. Privacy is a major concern:  the 
network we are building is unprecedented in its scope, in its ability to know how a state is 
working and what its citizens are doing. 

Who is in charge? 

User’s freedom is a key principle; we are not convinced that any additional regulation or 
controls will contribute to greater freedom. Different trends are taking place. There are 
different economic dynamics at different levels of the layers. 
 

Nobody is in charge; users are in control as economic-minded players creating highly 
complex systems that empower the individual. For example, Akamai is providing platforms 
around the world carrying 20-30% of the world’s Internet traffic. It is clear that we are 
seeing the consumerization of IT and challenging what control the corporation has over its 
employees in terms of security. A bring-your-own-device (BYOD) philosophy is spreading 
with users bringing their own devices to work with important implications for a company’s 
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control over content. The individual web experience of users is provided by several content 
providers simultaneously. 

At the same time, the argument regarding an increasing return on scale is relevant. The 
Internet presses back – perhaps creating a truly global media market. However, there is 
legitimate pushback from nation states (the “Westphalianization” of cyberspace). 

How is presence in many countries with different jurisdictions managed?  
 

○ Each individual country has its own telecom regulation. Each country has its 
own telecommunications laws. For example, Akamai does not provide 
content itself but enables its customers to provide content-raising. The 
additional question is where do Akamai’s rights and obligations start and end 
and where is its customer? 

To what extent does the playing field enable achieving the desired outcome, the 
outcome you want, both domestically and globally? 

○ Infrastructure suppliers must build highly adaptable infrastructures that 
accommodate all sorts of streaming technologies, and to different devices. All 
of this brings new challenges to scale. 

○ Five years ago, there was heavy peer-to-peer traffic whereas today, most are 
streaming bits. We need to think about highly adapted infrastructure that 
includes covering new demands from streamlining, raising new questions of 
scale and changing user habits in the UK. The prevention to stream video 
resulted in built-up infrastructure capable of avoiding regulatory provisions. 
This is an example of the effect of regulation on infrastructure development. 

○ There are different ways of accessing the Internet with different devices at 
different locations.  

○ Anonymous attacks and hacktivism pose new challenges, as they are much 
harder to stop.  

○ Criminals are outsmarting the users, and governments can control where you 
can go, so as a user you are limited by dodging the criminals and being able 
to go to your destination by government.  

○ The bigger threat is not on connectivity, but an attack on the application.  
○ The most challenging issue in cybersecurity is the degree to which individual 

machines compromise the security of the network (botnets). 
○ ISPs are especially well-positioned to watch botnet traffic and identify it. 

Why do you (Comcast) not act upon that? Customers can download a 
sophisticated security suite that will alert users when a botnet attack is 
identified. It is argued that there is some reluctance to notify users, because 
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the question is what would the user do with this information? But if you see 
it before the customer sees it, why wait for the customer to call it in? 

○ There is the need to balance privacy, to limit the assumptions ISPs can make 
about consumers’ activity. 

○ There is an increased commoditization of content delivery, is this 
commoditization posing a threat for you to maintain a profit margin? 

○ Cables are built by alliances of companies, not individual ISPs. 
○ At the domestic level, you see ISPs fighting to control higher levels of 

economic activity, some will succeed and some will fail. Why do ISPs not 
notify customers of botnet infections? 

○ There are various elements in place to help customers, for example, 
downloadable security packages. ISPs see it before customers see it, why 
wait for the customer and not block it directly? Some of that is taking place. 

○ Privacy issues, such as ISPs notifying customers, require ISPs looking at 
customers’ machines. 

Do you see commodization as a threat? 

Commodization of your own traffic is a challenge emergence of isolated IP networks, non-
public Internets for operations. Perhaps like the case of remote control of critical 
infrastructure, separation by industry begins to disappear. What does it mean to guarantee 
that a TV doesn’t behave like a laptop? 

The latest attacks are on banks: the banks call the ISPs and say, shut it down, can you do it? 
The attack might still be going on, but the impact on what you care about can be mitigated 
by isolating it from leaving the country or network in which it originated, thus, protecting 
targets such as critical infrastructure. 

To what degree are you actually able to monitor your network? 

○ The DoD realized that it has no ability to gain situational awareness of its 
traffic because it runs over private networks. 

○ Corporations operate on principle that a certain fraction of networks are 
failing any given day without knowing why and when part of the network 
will return and therefore resiliency is built into the system. On a daily basis 
today there are approximately two trillion requests across networks. There 
is no single solution but the need to combine different techniques, the need 
to embrace the notion of failure; and the need to assume that any system 
could fail. 
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Is the network doing what you want it to do and what is it being used for? 

In 1988, Morris released a virus. A panelist received a phone call from a program manager 
at DARPA with “flames” coming out of the telephone. The panelist was asked what the 
program manager should tell his supervisors. He responded, “Tell them the network is 
doing exactly what it was designed to be doing and is delivering the virus as quickly as 
possible.” The Internet is transparent to success but opaque to failure. The layers have its 
strength and weaknesses, the latter arising from a need to ensure smooth interactions 
between the layers. 

How does one value a generative ability of companies, the ability to use soft power 
capabilities, and the ability to block malicious activity? Who is going to control the next set 
of standards? If technology matures further, it will shift the points of control; the world is 
globalizing and new technology and powers are rising. 

There is the question regarding using the Internet for critical infrastructure: is there a 
distinction between data relating to critical infrastructure? 

In the recent attacks on banks, the banks went to the ISPs asking ISPs to stop the 
attacks. Can this be done?  

Partly, it involves multiple ISPs, so is very complex. You cannot shut it down; you can only 
defend against it. In addition to banks and media, many other banks were also attacked but 
had measures in place to defend themselves. It is particularly complex if the attack is from 
various countries, therefore the ability to limit an attack to the originating country or 
network. 

Is cooperative innovation possible? 

It requires cooperation from actors that often do not have a fiscal relationship. 

Role of the ITU and World Conference on International Telecommunication 

The ITU is a treaty organization that played no role in the past in the regulation of the 
Internet. But they aim to renegotiate their position – what is at stake: 

○ Increase mechanisms by which one carries out censorship. 
○ Push from telecommunication companies to shift the neutral content model 

to one in which the sender pays for the delivery of content. 
○ Shift from the view that the Internet has worked well with the private 

negotiation of agreements.  
○ Most U.S. companies are aligned against this proposal. 
○ Commercial relationships are the way to go rather than antiquated 

settlement systems. 
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○ Going about fundamentally reworking the economic structure of the Internet 
is not feasible by an international body. 

 
For decades, there has not been the ability to solve cybersecurity problems and an 
international organization would not have been useful. There is a mismatch between the 
existing architecture and the architecture they would feel comfortable with. The ITU is only 
the beginning; the state is not going away with the settlement issue; it is only being a small 
issue of a larger dynamic.  

Open Discussion 
 
 

The core question of the discussion is “Who is Responsible?” for the Internet? Activities are 
pursued from Internet freedom perspectives. “Who is in Charge?” is also a question of 
defining power of the consumer.  

Cyber risk: Who is in control of criminals and governments’ power over criminals?  

ISPs seem to have the most superior hand in control of criminal activity.  

○ This also raises anonymous attacks on criminals as a challenge; when 
compromised machines are used to attack malicious users, e.g., hacktivists. 

○ This presents serious coordination problems because of no fiscal connections 
between actors. 

 

What about the ISPs? Why don’t ISPs take down botnets or notify users that they are 
vulnerable?   

○ There are different tools to achieve monitoring and different strategies. 
○ Users may be unsatisfied if they find out that ISPs are monitoring their 

computer’s activity. 
○ Users would not even know how to react if they are notified of their 

vulnerability to or infection with botnets. 

To what extent are service providers able to monitor traffic? What about military 
communication through ISPs?  

○ Some activities will have to go regardless of how much ISPs monitor and 
control traffic.  

○ There is a cross-layer challenge to monitoring all activities, especially 
applications activities.  
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What about the ITU?   
 
It has potential control points and treaty level meetings.  
 

○ The ITU is not going away. 
○ The State is not going away. Polarization is seen in the long run. 

Who controls recognition and support of practices that provide best security?  

○ There is a feedback loop; a time element that influences the learning and 
shaping of best practices. 

Since the premise of the panel is that users are main control actors, to what extent can 
governments enforce best practices? Can governments incent companies to implement best 
practices? How much caliber can the government afford to provide such incentives?  
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INTERACTIVE SESSION 

 

Barriers to Control:  Certainties and Uncertain Ties 

Moderator 
Herbert S. Lin 
Chief Scientist  

Computer Science and Telecommunications Board 
National Research Council of the National Academies 

 

Questions for Discussion 

 

What is better for the U.S. – a completely unsecure or a completely secure world? 
 

The terms of the question are unclear:  You cannot make the world secure, only more 
secure. It is a matter of sliding scale. 

What does security mean for different countries? 
 

U.S. free speech is a protected right and corporate espionage is a crime. In some countries it 
is reversed. Some argue that if given the choice, countries would choose a completely 
unsecure environment because it has some stability and is easier to maintain than a 
uniformly more secure world. 

Predicted consequences of the fundamental supremacy of the offense in information 
technology include: 
 

○ No good defense 

○ No good deterrence 

○ No good counterforce for damage limitation 
 

Only offensive cyber operations for offensive purposes can provide the possibility of 
advantage 
 

Possibly, if we can achieve a global harmonized legal framework to tackle cybercrime we 
can establish deterrence.  
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What is the value of delayed strike-back on deterrence if attribution to political 
actors is not possible? 
 

What does deterrence want to achieve and what does strike-back mean? A delay which 
might allow an attacker to achieve the goal of time-limited operation before it will be 
stopped. The analogy is a mutual assured destruction that does not work because 
cyberspace is a different environment. 

Why shouldn’t self-help be encouraged? 
 

The legal environment matters. It is unclear what is meant if U.S. freedom of expression is a 
right and economic espionage is forbidden. In many parts of the world it is the other way 
around; the system can never be made fully secure. The optimal situation is to raise costs 
for the attacker which is in the U.S.’ interests because the U.S. has resources to still operate 
in a fairly secure environment and exploit remaining vulnerabilities, even at a high cost. 

Finally, the analogy to nuclear era is stretched too far. 
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PANEL IIa 

Losing Control in Cyberspace 

 

Moderator 
C. Lawrence Meador, Chairman, MGI Strategic Solutions 
 

Panelists 
Dan Schutzer, President, Financial Services Technology Consortium,  
Financial Services Roundtable 

Kevin O’Connell, President and CEO, Innovative Analytics and Training 

David R. Martinez, Head of the Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance  
Systems and Technology Division, MIT Lincoln Laboratory 
 

 

Presentations 

 

This panel is not interested in using cyber tools to attack, but finds that it’s not possible to 
learn about cyber defense without learning about cyber offence. 

Some Threats to Cyberspace 

○ Hackery – “script kiddies” 
○ Cyber-theft of financial resources & intellectual property 
○ Cyber-espionage 
○ CAN, CNE - role of U.S. Cyber Command 
○ Financial Drain – Worldwide costs estimated at between half a trillion to a 

trillion dollars per year (e.g., McAfee). 
 

Hackery varies in resources available and in the type of control that the hackers are looking 
for. Recently we have seen a substantial growth in theft of financial information and 
resources. There are no secure networks – assume that everything is compromised and 
that the type of compromise will vary according to the intention of the adversary. 

For every company that discovers that it has been penetrated by an attack, there are likely 
to be about 100 others that do not discover that they have been hacked. We have been 
working to discover corporate and government best practices. There has been limited 
success, but progress is not impressive. Companies are not likely to disclose the fact that 
they have been hacked because they feel that it compromises their image. 
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Some companies will not share data with the government, because the government has 
Freedom of Information Act issues. 

Some technologies that have been developed by the government to secure networks are 
classified and so cannot be shared with private enterprise. 

Recent History of Cyber Attacks as of this Year 

○ Global cyber attacks this year’s “victims”: Visa, Google, Booz Allen Hamilton, 
AT&T, Sony, Mitsubishi, Nisan, DoD critical infrastructure systems. 

○ Cyber Attack Tool Kit: Viruses, Trojan Horses, Worms, Botnets, Spear Fishing, 
DDoS, IP theft. 
 

Major Cyber Attacks 2012  

○ Stuxnet - Iranian nuclear program lost nearly a thousand centrifuges used for 
enriching uranium. 

○ Global DoS. Up 88% from the third quarter last year: Prolexic Attack Report, 
Q3-2012. 
 

Global Trends  

There is similar crowding that was noted in Framing Session I. In addition there are: 
 

○ Fragile economic future. 
○ Social media becoming the communication of choice. 
○ Many cyber actors: state and non-state actors, terrorists, criminals. 
○ Increase in cyber-espionage resulting in loss of IP. 

 
The private sector is concerned about balance between revenue stream and how much is 
dedicated to cybersecurity, especially under pressure from stockholders.  

There needs to be better ways to share information between parties – this goes to issues of 
strategy and policy. Without the ability to share information, it makes it difficult to defend 
systems. 

Can we trust our routers? Global supply chain means that this may not be true.  There are a 
lot of components that we don’t have control over because of the supply chain. 

National Challenges 

Several models frame the overall challenge: cybersecurity. This is patterned after the “kill 
chain.” What happens when criminals and bad actors are doing recon and staging an 
attack? There is a need to have good information sharing and good situational awareness. 
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The model is not just for defense, but also applies to the financial sector. It’s important for 
us to be able to act quickly, as the criminals will be moving quickly themselves. 

Disaster, war and relief situations require them to share information with partner nations, 
which is something that no one does very well today. 

We need to really assess if the things we are trying to implement are actually effective, 
which means we need quantitative metrics for determining quality.  

There is a new potential for proposing a “DARPA grand challenge” including problems 
regarding cybersecurity. Better information sharing between federal and private sectors.  

○ Global supply chain – can we really trust our routers? We have a lot of 
components present, but are they secure? 

○ Need to increase the amount of cyber-crisis simulations to prepare for 
coming threats. Suggestion:  red-blue military gaming exercises. 

○ OODA Loop Comparison. 
○ PROTECT – DETECT – REACT – SURVIVE.  
○ The adversary’s TTPs evolve very quickly – our critical infrastructure and 

information systems must be resilient to fragile cyber environment. 

Defining Control 

The control of cyberspace will go increasingly to those who can understand development 
within it. Visualization is another key component of this model. As analysts get more and 
more detail, they continually are getting lost in the detail. How can we better synthesize the 
information presented to locate targets? Control of cyberspace will go to those who can 
understand developments in it, can convey that to others, and can anticipate and respond 
to developments, using human and machine response. 

This is the perspective of working with analysts:  people who have to look in detail at 
development on a daily basis. 

It is unclear what the difference is between “normal” and “anomalies.” How can you use 
“anomalies” in the context of the intelligence community? 

Visualization:  As analysts get more data, they get lost in it. How do you use structure visual 
“breadcrumbs?” How do you describe “situational awareness in cyberspace” for analysts? 

Defining C3E 
 
Computational Cybersecurity in Compromised Environments’ (C3E) emphasis is on 
understanding developments in cyberspace, including methods for approaching them. C3E 
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brings in lots of different people who all deal with small bits of signals in large data sets:  
astronomers, fraud detectors, etc. 
 

There are kinds of things you use to analyze cybersecurity problems that are the same as 
the problem of finding a guy with a virus who has to be found in thirty minutes. Using 
analogies such as this, they are able to look at different strategies for solving the problem. 

Infrastructure Dependencies 
 
What are the infrastructure dependencies in today’s banking systems? It used to be that 
you went to a bank where everything was controlled by the bank. Not anymore. Now we 
have everything delivered through third parties. There are some private networks, but for 
the customer facing problems these are all through the Internet on the customer’s own 
devices.  

You can’t buy a generator to provide emergency communications like you can for power. 
Networks aren’t robust enough to depend on for reliability, but we don’t have backups.  

Possible Defenses 

Collaborate with others, so that you can share resources when necessary. Education of 
customers and employees is a good, but not foolproof strategy. Build additional vertical 
capabilities:  emergency communication.  

There are problems with active defense, but it is possible. This could become the digital 
equivalent of warfare. There is potential for misinforming and tampering with attacker 
communications: 

○ Can we trust our infrastructure to see us through hard times? Our biggest 
weakness is on our communication infrastructure – how can we bolster it? 
Can we trust the components even?  

○ Possible Defenses – measures include take down counter-attack, entrap and 
infect attacker sites, collect and exploit intelligence on attackers, 
misinformation and tamper with attackers’ communications, use decoys. 

○ Defining Active Defenses – the employment of limited offensive action and 
counter-attack to deny a contest area or position to the enemy. 

 
Costs of Cyber Attacks 

Panelists have not disclosed this methodology. Other opinions in the audience are that the 
numbers are not very good. Leon Panetta has discussed reacting in a forceful way against 
threats against critical infrastructure systems. As we all buy into cyber systems as critical 
infrastructure, it makes sense to include digital threats into that class of systems. One view 
is that DoD systems are not immune to the problems that have been discussed. 
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Open Discussion 
 

Do you see any silver lining in the near future on any of the issues we have been 
talking about? Are there ways of reducing uncertainties? 

You need a lot of talent to attack, and that is becoming an increasingly scarce commodity. 
Compensation for people with those skills becomes more attractive than the rewards of 
participating directly in criminal activity.  

Also, even if you can’t stop the attack, you can often stop a real-world effect (often fraud) 
itself, because the digital component is just one layer of the path of attack. You can look for 
anomalous behavior on the other levels of the events. 

We have moved away from the idea of perfect security – that’s appropriate. We can also 
share template responses to known problems. Also, the adversary is not a genius, and has 
not likely understood the problem more completely than all of the people working to 
secure the system. 

The classical way to acquire weapons for the military takes a long time. We’re now 
realizing a need to respond quickly to the challenges of the adversary, meaning that six 
month timescales are becoming more the norm for that domain. Also, what will help in the 
cybersecurity domain are small businesses which are innovative and can come up with 
new ideas. These developments can provide parts of an integrated solution by adopting 
elements from the commercial sector. 

Responses to cyber threats are going to be driven by the perception of current or predicted 
damage due to the problem. One silver lining is that the private sector is motivated to come up 
with solutions to these problems. 

What about silent crimes:  espionage, IP theft, credit card theft? How many perfect 
crimes go on at the moment? 

IP theft is mostly about brand erosion and reputation. Theft related to trading data is often 
physically manifested as fraud, and there are external mechanisms for dealing with that. 
The amount of actual damage can be minimized using protections in domains other than 
cyber. Layered controls can help stop fraud.  

We do not have a number with respect to actual damages. Private enterprise needs to 
maintain an element of profit, and they spend a lot of money in IP generation. It’s unclear 
how you solve the problem of attribution. You don’t know who is taking the information, 
which makes it difficult to get law enforcement involved.  
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How do you quantify the value of a lost secret? In lives lost, in dollars, etc? Are we 
looking at it from the wrong perspective? Instead of defending against attacks, can 
you just encrypt every data bit? Change the structure of the information flows to 
prevent attacks? 

When you have data in motion, you absolutely need to encrypt. When you have data at rest, 
it is for someone to read. In that case, you need to look at other access to the data – are the 
people entitled to see the information compromised? You have to decrypt and use the data 
at some point. Encryption alone won’t solve the problem. 

TJ Maxx example:  had all the ‘other’ pieces in place. How do you get people to put the 
‘other pieces’ in place in other industries? It is the other (non-cyber) levels of 
protection that prevent fraud? 

Fraud is constantly happening:  there are clear objectives and many opportunities for 
feedback and learning. Militaries have the same opportunities to learn through constant 
engagement. The problem with intellectual property theft is that you don’t often get the 
feedback of actual money transferred to give you the learning opportunities. 
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PANEL IIb   
Research Directions and Policy Imperatives 

 

Moderator 
Zachary Tumin, Special Assistant to the Director and Faculty Chair, Science,  
Technology, and Public Policy Program, Harvard Kennedy School 
 

Panelists 
Lucas Kello, Research Fellow, Belfer Center for Science and  
International Affairs, Harvard Kennedy School 
Vivek Mohan, Research Fellow, Belfer Center for Science and  
International Affairs, Harvard Kennedy School  
Aadya Shukla, Research Fellow, Belfer Center for Science and  
International Affairs, Harvard Kennedy School 
Shirley Hung, Postdoctoral Associate, Computer Science and Artificial  
Intelligence Laboratory, MIT 
 

This panel seeks to gain insight to what we know and don’t know about cyberspace in 
specific fields. Existing techniques are not sufficient to know cyberspace. A set of questions 
is directed to the panelists. We begin with: 

 
What are the Challenges of Cyberspace in your field? 

 
International Relations 
 
As Thomas Kuhn stated, social sciences are too messy. Even today what he said is right. 
There is no single dominant paradigm. Rather, there are a few competing ones. Paradigms 
exist in a sense that Kuhn attributed the notion of paradigm. They have a deep commitment 
to assumptions; on the basis of what Kuhn called social science. In international relations 
(IR) theoretical paradigms have two important components: 

1. Make use of broad concepts like anarchy, power, system, etc. which guide the design 
of research questions.  

2. Paradigms involve questions that play an important role that guide falsifiability. 
 

The key paradigms are: neoliberalism, neorealism and liberalism. There is not much debate 
on cyber analysis in our field. The paradigm shift involves a presence of crisis in the field. It 
also involves a variance in theoretical assumptions which is so large that the scientific 
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community questions existing axioms. We don’t really have a paradigm shift since IR exists 
in a state of crisis. We try to make sense of cyber rivalry and existent situations. 

Cyberspace may diminish state policy relevance. This does not mean the field of IR is 
experiencing a loss of relevance. What aspects of the cyber question might plunge IR into a 
state of crisis? The most important problem is state-centric formalism, which defines most 
dominant IR approaches. The information revolution is intensifying globalization and 
blurring the lines of society. This is corrosive of our basic theories:  

1. It strains our broad conceptualization of anarchy and order. Distribution of 
power between states. 

2. Agent diversity and preference pool pollution is bringing into question a 
fundamental IR assumption:  actors in IR are homogeneous in their purposes 
and goals. Anarchy of cyberspace allows actors to form into units. Anonymity 
and asymmetry of cyberspace empowers non-traditional actors and exacerbates 
tensions. Non-traditional actors act in a strategically significant way that could 
damage national security. They do so for non-traditional motives and subversive 
aims. This brings into question that actors pursue the same purposes and have 
the same concerns of security. 
 

Any statements about potential cyber crisis in IR are both limited and provisional:  they are 
limited in scope because the international community is still beyond the reach of 
cyberspace; provisional in validity because new phenomena and new technology are still in 
their infancy. 

Law and Jurisprudence 
 
Regarding jurisprudence and interpretation of the Constitution, depending on whose 
theories you subscribe to there are six modalities, each of which thinks about the cases at 
hand differently. A judge may analyze these issues and apply different modalities. It is hard 
to say if there is a paradigm shift in law, or whether there should be one. Judges don’t 
understand technology that well. If cyber is expressed through paradigm shifts, scholars 
would abandon constitutional interpretation and use other methods of interpreting and 
applying laws. There is no paradigm shift in law and it is unclear whether one is needed. 

Computer Science 
 
From a computer science perspective, a fundamental change with respect to technology has 
caused a paradigm shift, not just a cosmetic change. The social network era is a paradigm 
shift, a fundamental change because it has a vital impact on users, providers, and the nature 
of services. Given the nature of technology, a paradigm shift is already happening on three 
levels. Where are the control points? How relevant is who controls cyberspace? 
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1. Transmission of information 
2. Storage 
3. End point usage of information 
 

These three levels are relevant for who controls cyberspace. Change is a challenge for the 
physical layers of cyberspace. This can change the business model. IT can also change the 
politics and the policies.  

The end point usage of information:  Cloud technology is a challenge for policy makers. 
Cloud service providers have the problem of the “dirty disk.” This is one of the issues of the 
shift in the technology paradigm, centralized to virtual platform change. How technology is 
changing and how policy should address these changes are important questions. 

How adequate are the concepts in your field? 
 
International Relations 
  
Power is a substitute word for control. As IR scholars, we think of these things in terms of 
power not control, but there is a difference. Most IR theory is based on a state system. 
Actors are states. We don’t really recognize little extra groups or other wielders of power. 
But cyberspace is a space for these little groups to gain more power, and to challenge state-
based systems. They are not on the same level as states, but they are more powerful than 
before. Anybody who knows coding and has computers can make a computer network and 
can start wielding power, which can make them challenging or problematic for a state. 
Non-state actors are becoming an issue in IR theory, particularly terrorists. If they were not 
enough of a threat in IR theory, then why are people with computers a threat? Cyberspace 
is a challenge to the idea of anarchy and order. Cyberspace makes anarchy worse— it 
challenges order. 

Cyber-realities and virtues of non-traditional actors are not just affecting our 
understanding of anarchy, but are taking our views to pre-anarchy. Anarchy is not just 
about power and its distribution. It also underpins society and common understanding, 
norms and principles of behavior. As for interstate cyber-domain concern, some of our 
traditional views are under influence. Take these two cases for example:  

Case A:  The U.S. decided not to use cyber-weapons against other states, for example, the 
Libya 2003 case. If impartial stories we know are true, those decisions are based on 
collateral damage concern and potentially destructive power of cyber instruments. When 
you include patriotic hackers and groups like Anonymous then you contaminate the 
preference pool. The basic social fabric of anarchy adds measure of expectancy and 
regularity even in absence of central authority, potentially destabilizing dealings of states. 
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Case B:  The 2007 Estonia case involving non-state hackers. Consequential to the security 
of Estonia, it caused the government to adopt NATO Article 5 and get into a major crisis 
with Russia.  

Law and Jurisprudence 
 
What are five or six things we need to agree to do in order to protect critical infrastructure, 
and provide safe harbor? What are things that will provide enduring governance structure? 
Email vs. regular post is an analogy. Analogy is in transmission, mail in the cloud that is 
over six months old is considered not needed and government can read it without a 
warrant. Spam can be read by governments without a warrant. Crafting governance 
structure for the long term is very difficult. We don’t want to be wrong. 

What about State and Non-State Actors? 
 
There is asymmetry in terms of power for non-state actors. All that is needed is someone 
with some nodes and servers to launch an attack. An important question to consider is 
what policies would be considered to target attackers and to punish them. Which policy 
acts as a deterrent in the future is an important question. Non-state actors have different 
motivations to pull them together; state actors have different concerns and obstacles. State 
actors have fewer motives to get together and collaborate, but non-state actors find it 
easier to get together. We have to think in terms of asymmetry and collaboration. 

China has a reputation concerning its patriotic actors, who could constitute non-state 
actors because they act independently. Some are controlled by the state. For example, the 
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) was tracked by IP addresses. Some groups are based in 
universities. They have attacked American companies, FBI sites, and the DoD. If you can 
attribute action to the state, then you can retaliate. What if your citizen does something that 
you could not control—are you still responsible? It is unclear whether this is diminishment 
of state control or not. At the end of day, there is still no single authority in charge.  

One difference between state and non-state actors is with respect to de-packet inspection. 
If the government does de-packet inspection of civilian data it causes legal concerns. 
However, if a private sector company does it just requires a change in terms of service. 
Compare to state wiretap law. The ladder of power is changing; presenting an interesting 
dichotomy of issues that includes the speed with which cybersecurity issues are handled. 
We are moving too quickly for law to keep up as it was designed to move in a slow and 
deliberate manner.  
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The Role of Technological Change 
 
The way technology works is the end user is the ultimate consumer of technology. By 
default, we fall back to structure. Context is the king and you have to provide useable 
service to consumers. Whether you make standards or not, certain standards creep in and 
when a paradigm shift happens, they just happen gradually. How will information sharing 
and context become relevant in IR? We really need a proper cyber 9/11, which will do us a 
lot of good.  

Twenty percent is controlling 80% of the issues. One solution is to empower small to 
medium size companies to produce needed tools, and to lobby the government. Instead of 
blaming them, we have to help them, and provide big solutions. Technology entrepreneurs 
that have influence on creating lobbies can interfere with government and try to change 
things slowly—even overnight. 

There are important concepts and objects we should be focusing on and start thinking 
about. Simplification is essential to theory, particularly explanatory theory. Without 
simplification—the main purpose of paradigms—we confront reality with complexity that 
overwhelms us. These conceptual simplifications can serve as a blinder to reality. Knowing 
what to discern and what needs explanation is essential. The problem is of flaws and 
incentives within academic perception. What would have happened to Newton after his law 
of motion? 

In social and political science and in IR, people who have been wrong consistently for 
decades get higher positions. Mearsheimer predicted that the EU would return to 
multipolar rivalry and antagonism and he is still influential. 

 

Open Discussion 
 

In predicting outcome of world politics, simplification may not be a virtue.  
 
There is value in static approaches. When arguing about crisis, recent events like Iran and 
Stuxnet, for example, aren’t states more important than we are predicting? Maybe it is 
pretty simple like the traditional IR theory. 

Cyberspace may not completely change IR theory, but it changes some of the actors. 
Cyberspace is the first to do that; IR theory more or less explains what it was designed to 
explain. Discipline can stand some challenge. Some conditions should be relaxed; 
cyberspace has not changed the whole thing.  
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New realities and questions of influence are disrupting our traditional theories and 
views on the world. It is provisional and limited. 
 
There are important aspects of national and international security. Nuclear weapons and 
others systems are not reachable by cyberspace. There are fundamental differences 
between natural and political science. Natural order is unchanging because it is compiled of 
material entities, material facts and laws that do not change.  

However, laws have to change as we progress. Realities and laws of behavior can and do 
change over time. Some predict a return to multi-polarity in Europe, but this does not apply 
to Europe today—they have other problems.  

We still have to see how this technology change will work itself out. Will it be less 
disruptive than atomic bomb explosions? We are still at a very early stage and we need 
caution for anything we say.  
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PANEL III  
Information, Data, and Content 

 

Moderator 
Joel Brenner, Of Counsel, Cooley LLP 
 

Panelists 
Alan Davidson, Visiting Scholar, Engineering Systems Division, MIT; Former 
Director of Public Policy, Google  
Jody R. Westby, CEO and Founder, Global Cyber Risk LLC  
Ethan Zuckerman, Director, Center for Civic Media, MIT Media Lab 
Howard Schrobe, Program Manager, Information Innovation Office, DARPA; 
Principal Research Scientist, Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory, MIT 
 

Statements & Presentations 
 
This panel positions information, data, and content within the overall “mix” of influences 
that shapes who “Who Controls Cyberspace?” Multiple views are presented, along with 
potential contentions and disagreements. 

Alternative Perspectives 
 
Academic View 
 
There is more state control today, but we are also over-focusing on state control. The 
independent journalists and activists often labeled by their governments as terrorists seek 
protection. Our main problems in terms of control are: 
 

○ DDoS – can’t easily trace back to state 
○ Site hijacking with alternative content 
○ Targeted espionage 
○ Intermediary censorship 

 
Responses to these problems are generally prioritized according to what we can have an 
impact on: 
 

○ Lawful intercept – legitimate companies selling tools to counter crypto in 
societies where you know this is. 

○ Addressing companies directly when intermediary censorship occurs. 
o We should focus on the type of control that we can influence. 
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DARPA’s View 

DARPA is focusing on the control issue from the standpoint of how best to protect the war 
fighter. They are working on technologies that will guarantee people the right not to be 
attributed by the state as a “good” actor or “bad” actor.  

Technology is dual-edged and the line between offense and defense is not fixed. This is 
evident in the battle for control over cyberspace. 

Corporate View 

From a corporate perspective, there is a growing amount of concern over the state’s control 
of the Internet. The Internet interprets censorship as damage and works around it. There 
are changes in the government administrative units. The old dogma was you that you can’t 
control the Internet. The new dogma of the state is that we can control the Internet, just 
watch us. We are in a world where there are many flashpoints – it is a very dynamic model 
right now. What is the role of international regulators going to be?  

Specific Questions 
 

What is the best tool to address companies selling our adversaries’ routers for 
nefarious purposes?  
 
Routers can be used for both legal and illegal purposes. But the companies should care 
about the welfare of their shareholders and if there are ways to do this without involving 
the state, then all the better. For consulting companies this is more of an individual human 
rights issue. Companies are not thinking about this very much, unless it is those (such as 
Yahoo) that have struggled with state demands to limit content. Companies are mostly 
concerned with economic espionage. One can see the rise of state regulation and control 
network authoritarianism. 

The government should think about this in an export control way. If a U.S.-based company 
is supporting undemocratic principles, the U.S. government can provide them with a 
“cover,” an imposed limitation so that they can avoid doing that without being accountable 
to shareholders who expect tapping that market. 

While there is a focus on single-use technology, some dual-use technology is exported for a 
single-use purpose of surveillance.  
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Should we propose to limit – not just based on the country – but based on intended 
technological use? Via public pressure? Should we more than just look at 
surveillance technology? 
 
The choices that corporations make have impact on more users than most decisions taken 
by nation-states. Why can’t a company invest in making its service unblockable 
affirmatively (e.g., video streaming service)? What would make such a company go down 
that path? What is the cost of regulation? The problem is that the dialogue has not even 
begun. There could be companies that the board takes a position without an export control 
for the ideological/marketing image merit of it.  

Google and Facebook have huge problems with the EU, how do we feel about the new 
EU directive? 
 
These are good examples of how there is a rise of state action, particularly in the consumer 
protection space. Companies like Google, though they have a lot of power, are still 
susceptible to state regulation. We focus on Iran and China but there are many democracies 
who do not view the Internet the same way it is viewed in the United States. What will 
happen when the state tries to control Google? 

This is what is happening with Google. They do not disclose any information and have been 
difficult when it comes to cooperation —for example, information about their cloud server. 
Furthermore, they have refused to negotiate on anything regarding where data goes 
around the world.  

How is Europe handling this with the newly implemented regulation? 
 
Europe has a very different approach to governing the Internet. The non-state actors of the 
world, like Google, are very powerful as well. It is very easy to characterize the concern of 
the users who are living under totalitarian regimes. It is also surprising that some 
democracies, like Brazil, have begun to change their tone by exercising greater regulation 
and control. The cost of regulation is an open question. The EU is developing new policies 
that are a concern to American companies. Google is not transparent and does not provide 
information, for example, regarding how it complies with the EU privacy directive. 
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Open Discussion 
 

Are states “thoughtful intruders”? 

The reason the Great Firewall is working so well is because it was developed in parallel 
with social media tools that are easier to use for Chinese users. There are surprisingly open 
critical discussions taking place on Chinese social media, therefore establishing control and 
a certain amount of openness. Tunisia did not shut down Facebook because that would 
create intense backlash. Instead, the Tunisian government hacked into Facebook to collect 
intelligence.  

What are red lines and overarching international norms around human rights and 
free expression that go beyond? For example, Google Street View blurring faces, 
licenses in Germany, and YouTube videos critical of the monarchy in Thailand not 
being available?  
 
Companies have a very strong free speech bias and high threshold to remove content.  

“The Rise of the Hyper Giants” 

This is a new situation which developed very quickly. We have no precedents for that type 
of speed. 

What do we know of the content control situation in Saudi Arabia? 

The principle premise is that the governments are exerting greater control. The 
governments that have the resources to control Internet content are endeavoring to 
exercise more network monitoring for security. However, there is always a high risk of 
mission creep. There is an allusion that end-to-end networks are decentralized, but this is 
no longer the case. 

How is the culture on governing cyberspace changing? 

We all naturally have groups that we trust more to protect our rights than others. Some 
companies are more sensitive to the political climate of their customers. The question to 
ask is when and where do you push back on this? Can free speech still be protected? There 
is a normative value in this that companies want to promote free speech and a 
decentralized network is perhaps better. 

Can we measure the degrees of control in cyberspace? Is it useful to try? 

Freedom House publishes a great report each year that assesses freedom of speech 
exercised on the Internet. Another good source on this is the Google transparency report – 
available on Bing. 
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The problem of self-censorship to avoid problems arises in every culture. More work is 
being done on state control (e.g., the Freedom House annual report) and companies’ own 
transparency reports. 

When is it Google’s job to collect information on how often a term is being searched? 
For example, can it help spot an epidemic earlier if a lot of people are Googling “flu 
symptoms?” 
 
No, Google should not have the responsibility to monitor and report on this. But other 
panelists were split.  

Google did publish flu trends. It runs a Health Track application but will restrict some 
information from being released for some liability issues. Companies need to be sensitive 
to local demands, but all companies have a predisposition to free content when it comes to 
taking down content. 

Companies have capacities to track informational trends can have value for state 
priorities such as public health, when is it their responsibility to relinquish their 
control and share it with other concerned agencies? 
 
They do not have that responsibility. Google has put out such information in the past (e.g., 
flu symptoms). Such information sharing gets tricky when a scientist at Twitter tells the 
Kuwait government that they should expect protests tomorrow. There is no need for 
regulation of these predictive capacities yet there are other incentives for companies to 
publish such data. 

On protection of sensitive technologies by export control lists: 

Should we sell that technology to India and not to China? There is no guarantee that there 
won’t be reselling of technology. The way export control works means you cannot allow 
reselling to a country that is on the export control list. As a concept, the dialogue could be 
very productive.  

Do we agree that we are discussing knowledge control?  

Whether it’s in the form of privacy regulation, or the release of interesting aggregated 
information:  this is an extremely dynamic environment. The reason EU citizens are more 
comfortable with governments holding data is that there are privacy protections in place. 
All those things are very fluid with the political situation. 

This is not an issue the government is ready to deal with or one the public is informed 
about. There is probably more noise about it than allows for building a popular movement 
around it. 
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Who are the U.S.’ natural allies in this context?   
 
Views on this depend on who you think you have influence over; control comes with a 
price. Corporations are not united over this.  

End Note 

There are upcoming conferences in India and Dubai to discuss the transnational laws 
regarding Internet freedom and copyright laws. It will be interesting to see how this plays 
out. Who are our allies in cyberspace? What about the BRICS? What is the UN’s role, if any 
in this governance game?  
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PANEL IV  
Governance, Management, and Regulation 

 

Moderator 
Melissa Hathaway, President, Hathaway Global Strategies LLC 
 

Panelists 
Roger Hurwitz, Research Scientist, Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory, MIT 
Urs Luterbacher, Emeritus Professor, Institut universitaire de hautes études 
internationales, Geneva 
Joseph Kelly, Chief of Cyber Intelligence, Office of the Under Secretary, U.S. 
Department of Defense 
 

Framing Questions and Presentations 

 
What is the role of the state? 

 
There are remarkable differences in the role of the state in cyberspace discussions. Three 
points of difference between the countries that will be represented in WCIT: 
 

1. Proposals dealing with the reduction of anonymity. 
2. Proposals dealing with reduction of Internet freedom. 
3. Economic question – roaming charges. Cyber has become a hot topic 

compared to only a few years ago. The number of people with access to the 
Internet will grow further from 2 billion. 
 

The Internet has contributed to economic growth but the role of the state and regulation 
remains an open question: WCIT Internet traffic routing, some proposal still based on 
telephony POTS notion, Internet freedom including content control, and economic 
dimension and the question of charges, for example international roaming. States are using 
different venues to push their proposals, the ITU being one of them. Some states are 
attempting to extend their national borders into cyberspace. 

Some findings and data-based predictions on the likelihood of changes to Internet structure 
are as follows:  it is optimal to redistribute and should be obvious that less developed 
countries should get cheap and easy access to the Internet as it is beneficial to everyone. 
Most EU countries will not change their positions in the next ten years. Opponents to 
change have mobilized some in the form of parties. Eastern Europe is the one exception –
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attempting to extract more from the Internet, but even there the probability for not 
changing is still high.  

The Internet is a public good based on a decentralized architecture. Providing cheap and 
affordable access to developing countries is in everyone’s interest. Global experts’ analysis 
of documents is available online, analyzing four million documents using data to develop 
probabilistic findings and predicting that no EU country will change its position in next ten 
years. The exception is governments in Eastern Europe that are more dependent on gaining 
additional revenue. 

The Internet evolved as an open ecosystem, with governments being envious of ‘knowledge 
control’ companies such as Google. Governments want their systems to be secure. China is 
an example where you have control and economic growth; the difference between 
companies is monetizing content and companies monetizing connectivity. 
 
Openness is good for economic development. However, it plays out between the haves –
those who can make full use of an open environment, and the have-nots – those who want 
to increase their share of the pie. A walled-garden experience allows governments to 
Google-like data collection capabilities. The danger occurs when it is technologically 
feasible to give governments the level of control they want. 

 
Are we at a point where we can afford to treat the network as a commodity? Or, do 
we need to treat it as a national strategic asset if it is tied to GDP growth, and a 
provision of essential citizen services? 

 
The Internet is a public good, not a commodity. There is a need to increase subsidies to the 
Global South to enhance their access so they have a stake in the system. The Internet is this 
ICT infrastructure that underpins all aspects of our society, therefore it is a very interesting 
platform to project power and influence national security outcomes.  

More than twenty different international policy organizations, including the United 
Nations, NATO, the EU, ASEAN, and OAS are playing a role in governance and believe they 
should help direct future developments. These organizations, along with another 20+, are 
looking at technology and discussing policy. It is difficult for the U.S. to participate in all of 
these forums. The lines are spread thin and therefore, the U.S.’ message is inconsistent. 
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What about WCIT? 
 
The ITU is a Specialized Agency of the UN. The 2010 Plenitary decided to hold WCIT timed 
after U.S. elections, a change of Chinese leadership, and the end of Secretary-General 
Toure’s term. Whereas the U.S. government’s position is that International 
Telecommunication Regulations (ITRs) are limited to telecommunications, is not that of 
many other countries. There is a need to avoid harm to facilities and services due to the 
Morris worm that occurred the same month. Developing countries lack the resources to 
build up their national infrastructures.  

ITU’s mission is to sustain the growth of communication networks and to facilitate 
universal access. Measuring information society is important because there is a belief that 
this information society is the path for growth, innovation, and education. WCIT is set to 
update ITRs, which define regulations for telephone networks. The view from the U.S. is 
this is about Telcos, but that is not the view from all other countries. This ITR was signed in 
1988— after the Morris worm was launched— so it includes concerns for cybersecurity. 
Traffic revenue generation has diminished and thus, no one can afford the bandwidth. How 
do you bring these infrastructures into a legal framework and allow for compensation?  

There is an added view that the Internet is a different animal than telecommunications. 
Therefore, there is the belief that ITRs do not apply to the Internet. The U.S. and the EU 
have been blocking power and if they agree, they can stop any other attempt by Russia, 
China, or Latin American countries to amend the ITU treaty.  

What about ICANN? 
 

ICANN promised greater participation to G77 countries if they withdrew proposals against 
ICANN’s role in Internet governance. The agreement that subsidies to Global South should 
be increased which was part of discussion in Europe but the level of resources falls short of 
providing adequate investment. The approach is a nation-statist model in which each state 
pursues individual self-interest and in light of financial crisis focuses on national priorities 
inhibiting international cooperation.  

The multi-stakeholder model for ICANN, recently opposed by China, Russia, Latin America, 
and 77 developed countries, was altered by ICANN’s suggestion to include greater 
representation. Otherwise development will continue to languish. It is in the developed 
countries’ interest to invest in their own country’s infrastructure. Government is bad at 
talking to industry. The decision about appropriate compensation will come down to how 
much the government is willing to ensure it.  
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We are on a slide towards the death of anonymity because it becomes easier to live in 
Apple’s walled-garden, or because you do not trust corporations, or from the standpoint of 
authoritarian regimes.  
 
How do Russia and China and Brazil and India, and swing states, such as South Africa, 
and Sweden think about the Internet as a sphere of control? 
 
Russian and Chinese positions are based on the principle from the 1648 Peace of 
Westphalia: cuius rego eius religio and domestic sovereignty. However, the Internet was 
developed at a time when the U.S. was the uncontested hegemon in the world.  

How has Stuxnet changed the dynamic and what should be response?  What would be 
your response to the U.S. government creating a positive narrative when other 
governments call into question? The U.S. government’s involvement in controlling 
cyberspace through e.g., ICANN 
 
There seems to be a growing sense in the world of civilian infrastructure being off-limits, 
and that this should be a global norm. The U.S. government can restore credibility by 
supporting that point. However, it is not yet a norm, and has very limited influence over 
ICANN. While the U.S. government is supporting the application of Law of Armed Conflict 
(LOAC) to cyberspace, it has not gone as far as saying that the critical infrastructure IANA 
contract has been transferred from Department of Commerce over to non-governmental 
actors. 

China is seen as giving power to dissidents both inside and outside the country. It would 
also like to use any move towards an international treaty as an opportunity for furthering 
arms control. Both Russia and China believe that the U.S. has an advantage in the 
developments of cyber weapons demonstrated by Stuxnet. 

China would like to reapply the Westphalian ideas of no intervention in internal affairs of 
one state by other states. Western states are underestimating the resentment associated 
with control of ICT by western societies, as it is perceived as a form of colonization. China is 
pursuing changing default settings by pressuring the manufacturers in Korea. China has 
made a lot of investments in its own internal supply chain. Any frontal attacks against the 
current Internet structure are doomed to failure because of the blocking power of the U.S. 
and the European Union.  

The issue of loss over control and potential greater danger in the future is important. Other 
countries can develop and implement rival standards – with the analogy to cell phone 
industry and standards – especially at the device level.   
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Open Discussion 
 

 
Revenues Matter 

Local advertising is important to create revenue streams. However, there is not enough 
revenue in advertising for infrastructure providers to utilize to subsidize broadband 
access. If you put a price on settlement, you have set the minimum value of content coming 
into a particular country, which will basically put a content tax on delivery.  

There has been an international flow of hard money, especially out of the U.S., that did not 
go into investment in infrastructure. This has dried up with the introduction of services 
such as Skype. On the developing world side, this is an attempt to regain some of the lost 
inflow of money. But taxing the content would be detrimental to developing countries.  

None of the custodians seem to be technologically capable to make the decisions about 
what ICT infrastructure should be developed.  

Universal Service Fund 

The concept of the universal service fund in the U.S. has been proliferating around the 
world.  
 
It is a service fee that is exacted from the carriers based on the size of their infrastructure. 
In the United States, the Universal Service Fund was meant to develop the rural economy. 
Instead, it was spent on education and as such, has been abused by carriers, even though it 
is allocated in clearly designated accounts and earmarked for infrastructure development. 

Standards 
 
What is the interplay between the development of indigenous standards and global 
standards? What are the advantages and disadvantages of developing indigenous 
standards? 

A standard that breaks interoperability is not going to succeed. 
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PANEL V  
Alternative Futures and Emerging Challenges 

 

Stuart Madnick 
John Norris Maguire Professor of Information Technology 

Sloan School of Management, MIT 
 

Nazli Choucri 
Professor of Political Science 

Political Science Department, MIT 
 

 

This session is the End Note for the Workshop. It highlights some of the key issues and 
positions expressed, as well as the contentions and continued uncertainties. 

Who Controls Cyberspace? Some answers heard today: 
 

○ The users – if you don’t like something there are ways around it 
○ Many actors working together 
○ Many actors working separately 
○ Nothing is inevitable and it will take a long time to play out 
○ Criminals and hacktivists are taking over 
○ Different cultures in different countries 
○ If U.S. unilaterally constrains its companies, will other countries fill the void? 

 
Can we predict the future of control over cyberspace?  

 
It’s hard to predict the future. For example, will social media undermine or support 
governments? There are a lot of dual-use technologies that can be used for good or for evil, 
and we won’t know until things play out. We have some ideas, and some predictions, but 
the reality is that the use of technology in the future is going to be a surprise. 

Bottom line:  Who controls cyberspace?  
 

○ We do. Sometimes.  
○ There are many actors each with control over different parts of the puzzle, 

but we sometimes have trouble getting those pieces to fit together. 
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Internet layering might be its own worst enemy 
 
Layering of cyber technologies makes it hard to know what is going on in the cyber world, 
which is a strength and a weakness. It makes it difficult to stop specific behavior, or to 
attribute behavior to specific individuals. 

Democratization of Cyber Technologies 
 
Of the many changes going on, a compelling example seems to be a democratization of 
cyber technologies as they go out to the masses. How far will this democratization go? Will 
there be more Facebook accounts than people on Earth?  

Dual-Use Technologies 
 
How dual-use technologies will be used is gradually taking shape. We must distinguish 
between dual-use technologies and dual-categorization of users (freedom fighter v. 
terrorist).  

Complexity Matters 
 
There are complex interdependencies on technologies and their interactions. It is hard to 
predict the future of control on cyberspace – in pieces and parts or overall. We know that 
some solutions to problems that we do know often create new problems that we do not 
know of yet. 

Since we are dealing with a highly complex, interdependent world, we must address the 
terrible and complex degree of interdependence in world technology.   

Protection against Threats 
 

○ Why assume that perfect protection is possible now? It never existed before. 
○ Cybercrime rising: 

● Including both money, IP, and espionage 
● Not always reported 

○ Some espouse ideas that the criminals are taking over. There are a lot of 
different threats out there. There are signs that the cyber-crime world is 
becoming increasingly complex and integrated. Not all strategies for dealing 
with this reality are easy, and some are not possible. 

 
All information security eventually relies on physical violence. The trouble is being able to 
find the right targets to apply violence to. 
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Governance and Protection 
 

○ Governments might pass requirements that are really not technically 
feasible. 

○ Results of Index Cards Poll at the Workshop show that the greatest threats 
are to:  
● Critical infrastructure ~ 34% of the Workshop respondents 
● Lack of public awareness/users ~ 22% of Workshop respondents 

○ Needed is a greater focus on public policy, laws, and education. 
○ Perfect protection does not exist in any venue, and therefore it is unrealistic 

to think that we should be able to accomplish complete security in 
cyberspace. Cyber-crime can be perpetrated by both non-state and 
governmental actors mimicking non-state actors for public relations 
purposes.  

 
Diversity of Norms 
 

○ It is difficult to get agreements and develop norms. Norms can change, but 
not always easily, quickly, or in the direction you want. 

○ There are some things that you can legislate, but in some cases, this just 
means that regulated activity moves to different parts of the world – to 
governments with different legislation or regulations. 

○ One man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter. How do you provide 
[anonymity, etc.] technologies to one group that won’t be misused or used 
against our interests by another? 

○ It’s great to be able to make a law – but that doesn’t mean the law can be 
implemented in an effective manner. 

What Next? 
 
Some possibilities can be framed by the combination of two critical conditions: 

 
a. Control – Private or Public? 

○ Think of a future that is entirely privately governed, or  
○ Imagine a cybersphere that is absolutely controlled by governments 

b. Politics – Conflict or Collaboration? 
○ One future is the international system dominated by war 
○ Another future is a peaceful environment 

 
A combination of control (private vs. public) and international politics (dominated by 
conflict vs. dominated by cooperation) helps us frame the boundary conditions we should 
consider seriously. 
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Alternative Futures and Emerging Challenges  
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